Sikuliaq Cruises 2017
Arctic Region
ASGUARD CRUISE

The PI is Dr. Seth Danielson

Cruise dates:
June 9th – June 28, 2017
Juranek Cruise

The PI is Dr. Laurie Juranek
Cruise Dates:
August 7th – August 22nd 2017
Proposed cruise dates: **Sept 8-Oct 6**

We have modified the plan from our prior presentation in the following ways:

- Shortened the cruise from 6 weeks to 4 weeks with follow up work in 2017
- Removed all sampling sites within 30 miles of shore except for a few sites off of Point Hope
- All work in the Beaufort would be completed by **September 15th**
Seeking input on planning a potential cruise 2017

With the limited access to the coastal ocean this year, we seek advice from AEWC on the best way to access the coastal ocean in 2017

We seek help from the AEWC in accessing the Ocean in a way that will limit our impact on subsistence harvests while also achieving science goals.

We propose a short 3 week cruise that is completed by September 5th

All coastal stations will be completed by September 1st

- Are these dates reasonable?
- Do any modifications need to be made to the cruise track?
BEAUFORT SHELF BREAK ECOLOGY – PLANKTON, FISH, AND BELUGAS

Carin Ashjian
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution
Timeline

- **TIMELINE (ESTIMATED)**
- **Aug. 25**: Leave Nome
- **Aug. 27-28**: Pass Wainwright and Barrow/Utqiaġvik going north
- **Aug. 28–Sept. 14**: In working area
- **Sept. 14-15**: Pass Barrow/Utqiaġvik and Wainwright going south
- **Sept. 18**: Pass through Bering Straight
- **Sept. 18**: Arrive Nome

Range circles show 30 nm
Sheyna Wisdom’s Cruise Awareness
No Fairweather Cruises

• Norseman II
• Captain
  email: norseman2@norsemanmaritime.com
• bridge: 206-274-8885

• Point of Shore contact:
• Scott Hameister,
  • scott@norsemanmaritime.com; 206-992-3941
• Project: Woodgate Bering Sea Circulation cruise (same as 2012-2016)
• Area: Bering Sea
• Dates: Jul 7-16, Nome to Nome
• PI: Rebecca Woodgate, UW, woodgate@apl.washington.edu
• Project: AMBON (same as 2015)
• Area: Chukchi Sea
• Dates: Aug 4-27, Nome to Nome
• PI: Katrin Iken, UAF, kbiken@alaska.edu